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The amendment has some historical background. Back when the law was passed that established how long sentences were to be for various amounts of various substances, it was determined that crack cocaine or cocaine base was so much more insidious than regular powder cocaine that sentences in crack cases ought to be much
higher than sentences in powder cocaine cases. As a result, the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines were established setting up a 1 to 100 ratio between crack and powder cocaine. What this meant was that someone responsible for 10 grams of crack would receive the same sentence as someone responsible for 1000 grams (1 kilogram) of

powder cocaine. In interviews at major CPG companies around the world, we asked dozens of marketing and growth executives about this new reality. Their answers were clear: fulfilling an ambitious growth mandate requires a marketing agenda that is far more sophisticated, predictive, and customized than ever before. It requires a
different playbook with new approaches and tools that few have yet to fully master. While broad reach, powerful, resonant storytelling, and creativity remain critical, marketers now need to utilize data and analytics at scale to crack the code that enables more targeted and engaging interactions to shape consumer behavior. ASU
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But there are many people convicted of crack offenses who will not qualify for relief
under the Fair Sentencing Act. And if the Sentencing Commission declines to amend
the guidelines, the Fair Sentencing Act goes into effect but only for such cases that

were pending when it was passed. The Fair Sentencing Act has been an important tool
in addressing the disparate impact of the crack cocaine laws on African-Americans and

Latinos. Since being enacted, cocaine base (crack) offenses have been charged as a
misdemeanor for the first time, and the penalties for crack cocaine offenses have been
brought into line with those applicable to powder cocaine. Another provision of the law
is of particular relevance to such individuals who may be seeking to have a sentence

for their crack cocaine offense reduced. In 2011, the United States Sentencing
Commission successfully and unanimously recommended an amendment to the

Sentencing Guidelines that, if adopted, would have reduced by two the base offense
level for crack cocaine offenses. The Commission recommended that defendants who
would be eligible for the amendment be sentenced in accordance with a 15-to-1 ratio

for crack offenses relative to powder cocaine offenses. The Commission also
recommended giving defendants credit for time served while awaiting trial or

sentencing and for the time spent in prison while awaiting sentencing or serving a
sentence. The provisions of the Fair Sentencing Act of 2010 are effective until the

Sentencing Commission adopts an amendment to the Sentencing Guidelines
embodying them. The Commission is currently in the process of considering the

Commission’s most recent recommendation regarding an amendment that would
effectively double the crack cocaine guideline. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the

Eleventh Circuit has directed the Commission not to consider amending the
Sentencing Guidelines until it has taken into consideration the impact of the decision it

has already made in this case. 5ec8ef588b
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